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Queen’s Award
In recognition of our success in global markets, 
VADO has been awarded The Queen’s Award for 
Enterprise in International Trade.

quality
All of our products are passed through 
stringent quality assurance processes to
ensure that they reach the exacting standards 
that allow us to offer our 12 year guarantee.

service
We pride ourselves on delivering outstanding 
customer service throughout the entire 
buying process, from initial query, through to 
delivery and aftersales care.

design
Our products range from traditional 
mixers, shower valves and accessories to 
contemporary designs including waterfall 
style spouts, handle options in different 
colours and materials and products that 
use the latest digital control technology. 
Our global presence ensures we remain at the 
cutting edge of international design trends.

innovation
We have a team of people dedicated to 
developing product ranges that innovate in their 
form and function. We design products that not 
only look great but are easy to install, maintain 
and minimise environmental impact.

every product that we 
offer is created and 
produced around our 
four core values

VADO is a leading British bathroom brassware 
manufacturer providing high quality taps, showers, 
accessories and fittings to customers across the globe.

VADO is part of the Norcros Group
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regular lifecycle testing ensures 
durability, by simulating operation 
over 200,000 times

the brass used in our 
product is made to 
our exact recipe

at every stage of the production process 
there is a rigorous quality check

thickness of plating is carefully 
checked using a spectrometer 

our exacting manufacturing 
standards are amongst the 
very best in the industry

it’s a personal experience

VADO’s strict manufacturing processes ensure our 
products can be guaranteed for 12 years, giving 
peace of mind to all customers.

we work closely with the 
industry’s leading standards 
organisations to reinforce 

our 12 year guarantee

all products are polished by 
hand for a faultless finish 

our products are quality checked a minimum 
of 8 times throughout the production process
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Countryside Properties, UK

Co-operative Group Headquarters, UK

The Shard, UK

Cornwall Hotel and Spa, UK

Millgate Homes, UK

London Hilton on Park Lane, UK

VADO products can be found in some of the most 
prestigious hotel and residential developments 
throughout the world.
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The Datai Langkawi Hotel, MalaysiaJW Marriott Marquis Hotel, Dubai

Angaga Island Resort, Maldives

The Chedi Hotel, OmanFour Seasons Hotel, Hong Kong Freemans Bay Offices, New Zealand

it’s a personal experience
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VADO has a passion for creating products that
give the ultimate bathing experience yet use
water sustainably. 

VADO  
products can save 

up to 80%
water usage

save water
VADO  flow regulators are designed to 
regulate and control the flow of water to 
taps and showers without hampering the 
performance or the design of the product.

save the planet
We all want to try and do what we can to help 
protect the environment. With VADO  flow 
regulators fitted to your taps and showers, the 
savings in water, gas and electricity can reduce 
your carbon footprint.

This can only be good for the planet.

save money 
In an average household VADO  delivers a 
potential £360 saving on utility bills in one year.*

*source: VADO study

In commercial applications the savings 
are even greater. The Marriott Hotel group 
saved almost 41,000 litres of water resulting 
in an annual reduction of £38,000 in costs 
after installing VADO  flow regulators in 
one hotel.

Potential £360
saving on utility 
bills in one year
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it’s a personal experience

VADO is not only committed to water 
saving initiatives but also takes a proactive 
approach to caring for the environment in 
other areas too. 

ISO 14001
VADO is committed to environmental 
performance by taking a holistic approach 
in measuring and setting objectives in line 
with ISO14001.

Green Achiever
VADO has been a Green Achiever since 2008. 
The Green Achiever Award was created to aid 
companies that act to reduce their impact on 
the environment.

Recycling
VADO has been recognised as an organisation 
committed to effective recycling and awarded 
a certificate in recognition of this by one of the 
country’s leading recycling firms. 

environmental

Carbon footprint reduction
VADO recognises the importance of 
measuring its carbon footprint and continually 
aims to reduce its carbon footprint across all 
its business operations.

to save up to 60% water usage on an
AQUABLADE shower head you order:
AQB-RO/20-C/P
and

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

to save up to 80% water usage on a pair of 
KENSINGTON basin pillar taps you order:
KEN-106/CD-C/P
and

 FR-106/4-PLA
(2 are required)

to save up to 75% water usage with an
ALTITUDE basin mixer you order:
ALT-100/SB-C/P
and

 FR-FLEXI/5-B-PLA

how to order
Every VADO tap or shower that can be fitted 
with a VADO  flow regulator has the  
logo next to it in this catalogue, along with 
the appropriate product code for the flow 
regulator that you need to order to achieve 
water saving.

For example:

to save up to 75% water usage with a
GEO basin mixer you order:
GEO-101-C/P
and

 FR-FLEXI/5-PLA
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The perfect tap for your bathroom can be selected from our 
stunning contemporary or traditional collections below. 

 158
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progressive mono basin mixer
with waterfall spout
0.2 bar LP
SYN-100/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
SYN-100/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste 

 flow regulator fitted as standard

progressive extended mono basin mixer
with waterfall spout

0.2 bar LP
SYN-100E/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste

SYN-100E/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste 
 flow regulator fitted as standard

2 hole basin mixer  
with waterfall spout
0.2 bar LP
SYN-109S/A-C/P

 flow regulator fitted as standard

shama
coordinating accessories

see page 264

infinity
coordinating accessories

see page 252

shown opposite:
SYN-100/CC-C/P

VADO mixers fitted with a  progressive cartridge start on a cold setting, flow increases gradually with the temperature in a simple 90˚ turn.

  (see page 6-7 for further information)
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3 hole bath shower mixer
without spout
for use with bath filler waste and overflow
3.0 bar HP
SYN-132/NS-C/P 

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

4 hole bath shower mixer
with waterfall spout

3.0 bar HP
SYN-132-C/P 

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P 

bath shower mixer  
with shower kit and waterfall spout
1.5 bar MP
SYN-133+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/S-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow
extended version
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/E-C/P

for use with SYN-132/NS-C/P
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

concealed shower valve
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)
SYN-145A-C/P

concealed shower valve with diverter
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)

SYN-147A-C/P

waterfall bath spout
1.5 bar MP
SYN-140/D-C/P

waterfall bath spout
1.0 bar MP
SYN-140/W-C/P
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shown here:
SYN-109S/A-C/P
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VADO mixers fitted with a  progressive cartridge start on a cold setting, flow increases gradually with the temperature in a simple 90˚ turn.

to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

elements
coordinating accessories

see page 276

infinity
coordinating accessories

see page 252

shown opposite:
ALT-100/SB-C/P
ELE-182B-C/P
MIR-MAG/DM-LIT

progressive mono basin mixer
0.2 bar MP
ALT-100/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
ALT-100/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-B-PLA

3 hole wall basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
ALT-109-C/P

 FR-100/5-B-PLA

3 hole wall basin mixer without backplate
0.2 bar LP
ALT-109-2-C/P

 FR-100/5-B-PLA
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de

VADO mixers fitted with a  progressive cartridge start on a cold setting, flow increases gradually with the temperature in a simple 90˚ turn.

to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

mono bidet mixer
1.0 bar MP
ALT-110-C/P

 FR-100/5-B-PLA

4 hole bath shower mixer 
3.0 bar HP

ALT-132-C/P
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

shown opposite:
ALT-101-C/P

3 hole basin mixer 
0.2 bar LP

ALT-101-C/P
 FR-100/5-B-PLA
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shown here:
ALT-132-C/P
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de

concealed stop valve
0.2 bar LP
ALT-143-C/P

concealed thermostatic mixing valve
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.0 bar MP (bath)
ALT-163A-C/P
note: this valve must be used in
conjunction with a stop valve

concealed 2 or 3 way diverter valve
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.0 bar MP (bath)

ALT-144-C/P
note: to use as a 3 way diverter

remove blanking plug

slide rail shower kit
with single function handset

and 900mm rail
0.2 bar LP

ALT-SFSRK-C/P
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

wall outlet elbow
ALT-OUTLET-C/P
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two outlet operation: 
1 x thermostatic valve
2 x concealed stop valves
with studfast bracket
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.0 bar MP (bath)
ALT-1292-C/P

mixed flow on / off

mixed flow on / off

hot supply cold supply

flow

flow

one outlet operation:
1 x thermostatic valve
1 x concealed stop valve 
with studfast bracket
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.0 bar MP (bath)
ALT-1291-C/P

mixed flow on / off

hot supply cold supply

flow

alt
itu

de

to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)
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altitude
alt

itu
de

2 or 3 outlet operation:
1 x thermostatic valve
1 x concealed stop valve
1 x concealed 2 or 3 way diverter valve
with studfast bracket
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.0 bar MP (bath)
ALT-1293-C/P

mixed flow on / off

hot supply cold supply

outlet 2

outlet 3outlet 1

3 or 4 outlet operation:
1 x thermostatic valve
2 x concealed stop valve
1 x concealed 2 or 3 way diverter valve
with studfast bracket
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.0 bar MP (bath)
ALT-1294-C/P

outlet 2

outlet 3

mixed flow on / off

mixed flow on / off

hot supply cold supply

outlet 1

flow (outlet 4)

shown opposite:
ALT-1292-C/P
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shown here
NOT-100/CC-C/P

NOT-1-SNAKESKIN
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mono basin mixer
1.0 bar MP
NOT-100/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
NOT-100/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

extended mono basin mixer
1.0 bar MP
NOT-100E/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
NOT-100E/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

silver rain drops 

NOT-1-SILRAIN for
NOT-100/CC NOT-100/SB 
NOT-100E/CC NOT-100E/SB
NOT-110

NOT-3-SILRAIN for
NOT-132 NOT-145A NOT-147A

handle options

all mixers are supplied with a 
chrome handle as standard

silver rain drops or snakeskin
finish handle can be
purchased separately

snake skin 

NOT-1-SNAKESKIN for
NOT-100/CC NOT-100/SB 
NOT-100E/CC NOT-100E/SB
NOT-110

NOT-3-SNAKESKIN for
NOT-132 NOT-145A NOT-147A
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

2 hole basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
NOT-109S/A-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

2 hole basin mixer
with 220mm spout
0.2 bar LP
NOT-109S/A-220-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

3 hole basin mixer
1.0 bar MP
NOT-101-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

level
coordinating accessories

see page 260

infinity
coordinating accessories

see page 252
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mono bidet mixer
with pop-up waste
1.0 bar MP
NOT-110-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

valve for use with bath filler waste 
and overflow
1.0 bar MP
NOT-142/SL-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow
1.0 bar MP

WG-61552/S-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow
extended version

1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/E-C/P

for use with NOT-132/NS-C/P and NOT-142/SL-C/P

4 hole bath shower mixer
3.0 bar HP

NOT-132-C/P
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

3 hole bath shower mixer
without spout

for use with bath filler waste and overflow
3.0 bar HP

NOT-132/NS-C/P
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

mono sink mixer
with swivel spout

1.0 bar MP
NOT-150S-C/P
 FR-100/5-PLA

bath shower mixer
with shower kit
3.0 bar HP
NOT-133+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed bath shower mixer
with shower kit
1.5 bar MP
NOT-123+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed bath shower mixer
without shower kit
1.5 bar MP
NOT-123-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
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 see page 151

shown opposite:
NOT-109S/A-C/P

      NOT-133+K-C/P
      NOT-148C/2-C/P

INS-SFSRK-C/P
AQB-SQ/20/SA/A-C/P

concealed shower valve
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)
NOT-145A-C/P

concealed shower valve with diverter
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)

NOT-147A-C/P

concealed 3 handle thermostatic  
shower valve
0.2 bar LP
NOT-128C-3/4-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 2 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic  
shower valve with integrated diverter
1.5 bar MP
NOT-148C/2-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 3 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic  
shower valve with integrated diverter
1.5 bar MP
NOT-148C/3-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed thermostatic 
shower valve
0.2 bar LP
NOT-148C-3/4-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

waterfall bath spout
1.5 bar MP

SYN-140/D-C/P

waterfall bath spout
1.0 bar MP

SYN-140/W-C/P

bath spout
0.2 bar LP
NOT-140-C/P
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shown here:
SOH-109S/A-C/P 
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

2 hole basin mixer
0.2 bar LP

SOH-109S/A-C/P
 FR-100/5-PLA

extended mono basin mixer
1.0 bar MP
SOH-100E/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
SOH-100E/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

mono basin mixer
with pop-up waste
1.0 bar MP
SOH-100-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

shown opposite:
SOH-100E/CC-C/P

mono basin mixer
1.0 bar MP
SOH-100/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
SOH-100/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

soho
coordinating accessories

see page 254
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mono bidet mixer
with pop-up waste
1.0 bar MP
SOH-110-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

4 hole bath shower mixer
3.0 bar HP

SOH-132-C/P
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

exposed bath shower mixer
without shower kit
1.0 bar MP
SOH-123-C/P 

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

bath shower mixer
with shower kit
3.0 bar HP
SOH-133-C/P 

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/S-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow
extended version
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/E-C/P

for use with SOH-132/NS-C/P

3 hole bath shower mixer without spout
for use with bath filler waste and overflow

3.0 bar HP
SOH-132/NS-C/P 

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
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concealed thermostatic  
shower valve
0.2 bar LP
SOH-148C-3/4-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

shown opposite:
SOH-147A-C/P

concealed shower valve
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)
SOH-145A-C/P

concealed 2 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic  
shower valve with integrated diverter
1.5 bar MP
SOH-148C/2-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed shower valve with diverter
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)
SOH-147A-C/P

concealed 3 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic  
shower valve with integrated diverter
1.5 bar MP
SOH-148C/3-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

 see page 151
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ORI-1-PORTORO

ORI-1-BOTTICINO

NUA-2/LEVER-RED

NUA-2/LEVER-WHT

ORI-1-BARDIGLIO

ORI-1-CARRARA

NUA-2/LEVER-BLK

all origins mixers are supplied with a chrome lever as standard
stone handles, or Nuance coloured handles may be purchased separately
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shown below:
ORI-100E/SB-C/P
ORI-1-BOTTICINO
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

mono basin mixer
with pop-up waste
0.2 bar LP
ORI-100-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

mono basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
ORI-100/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
ORI-100/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

extended mono basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
ORI-100E/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
ORI-100E/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

infinity
coordinating accessories

see page 252

elements
coordinating accessories

see page 276
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shown:
ORI-100/CC-C/P
ORI-1-PORTORO
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mono basin mixer
with pop-up waste

0.2 bar LP
ORI-100S-C/P*
 FR-100/5-PLA

mono sink mixer
with swivel spout
0.2 bar LP
ORI-150S-C/P*

 FR-100/5-PLA 2 hole basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
ORI-109S/A-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

mono bidet mixer
with pop-up waste
1.0 bar MP
ORI-110-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA
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*only available with origins chrome or origins stone handles 

to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

bath spout
0.2 bar LP
ORI-140-C/P

exposed bath shower mixer
without shower kit

1.5 bar MP
ORI-123-C/P*

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

concealed 3 way diverter valve
1.0 bar MP

ZOO-144/3-C/P

concealed stop valve 3/4”
0.2 bar LP

ZOO-143-3/4-C/P

2 way diverter
1.0 bar MP

ELE-DIVERTER/D-C/P

concealed 2 way diverter valve
0.2 bar LP

ZOO-144/2-C/P
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*only available with origins chrome or origins stone handles 

to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

bath filler waste and overflow
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/S-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow
extended version
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/E-C/P

for use with ORI-132/NS-C/Pbath shower mixer 
with shower kit
and swivel spout
3.0 bar HP
ORI-133-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

3 hole bath shower mixer without spout
for use with bath filler waste and overflow

3.0 bar HP
ORI-132/NS-C/P*

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

4 hole bath shower mixer
3.0 bar HP

ORI-132-C/P*
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

shown opposite:
ORI-133-C/P
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concealed shower valve with diverter*
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)
ORI-147A-C/P

shown opposite:
ORI-148C/2-C/P

NUA-2/LEVER-BLK

concealed thermostatic shower valve
with diverter*
1.0 bar MP (shower) 3.0 bar HP (bath)
ORI-147T-C/P

concealed shower valve*
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)
ORI-145A-C/P

concealed thermostatic shower valve*
1.0 bar MP
ORI-145T-C/P

concealed 2 handle
thermostatic shower valve*
0.2 bar LP
ORI-148C-3/4-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 2 outlet 2 handle 
thermostatic shower valve
with integrated diverter*
1.5 bar MP
ORI-148C/2-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

*only available with origins chrome or nuance coloured handles 
 

to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)   see page 151
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3 hole basin mixer with 220mm spout
0.2 bar LP

GEO-109/220-C/P 
 FR-FLEXI/5-PLA (2 are required)

ge
o

to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

3 hole basin mixer
spout can swivel or be fixed

1.0 bar MP
GEO-101-C/P 

 FR-FLEXI/5-PLA (2 are required)

3 hole basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
GEO-109-C/P 

 FR-FLEXI/5-PLA (2 are required)

square
coordinating accessories

see page 268

level
coordinating accessories

see page 260

mono basin mixer
1.0 bar MP
GEO-100/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
GEO-100/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-FLEXI/5-PLA (2 are required)

shown opposite:
GEO-109/220-C/P
MIR-MAG/DM-LIT
PEX-461/SQ-1.1/4-C/P

mono basin mixer
1.0 bar MP
INS-100/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
INS-100/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-FLEXI/5-PLA (2 are required)
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bath filler waste and overflow
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/S-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow
extended version
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/E-C/P

for use with GEO-135/NS-3/4-C/P

5 hole bath shower mixer
1.5 bar MP
GEO-135-3/4-C/P 

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

4 hole bath shower mixer without spout
for use with bath filler waste and overflow

1.5 bar MP
GEO-135/NS-3/4-C/P 

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

bath spout
1.0 bar MP

GEO-FLOORSPOUT-C/P

3 hole bath filler
1.0 bar MP

GEO-139-C/P

bath shower mixer 
with shower kit

and swivel spout
3.0 bar HP

INS-133+K-C/P
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
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 see page 151

concealed 3 handle thermostatic 
shower valve
0.2 bar LP
NOT-128C-3/4-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 2 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic 
shower valve with integrated diverter
1.5 bar MP
NOT-148C/2-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 3 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic 
shower valve with integrated diverter
1.5 bar MP
NOT-148C/3-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed thermostatic 
shower valve
0.2 bar LP
NOT-148C-3/4-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed shower valve with diverter
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)

NOT-147A-C/P

concealed shower valve
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)
NOT-145A-C/P
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concealed 3 way diverter valve
1.5 bar MP

GEO-144/3-C/P

concealed 2 way diverter valve
0.2 bar LP

GEO-144/2-C/P

concealed stop valve, 3/4”
0.2 bar LP

GEO-143-3/4-C/P

pair of valves 3/4”
0.2 bar LP
GEO-142/PR-3/4-C/P

to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)  

waterfall bath spout
1.5 bar MP
SYN-140/D-C/P

waterfall bath spout
1.0 bar MP
SYN-140/W-C/P

bath spout
0.2 bar LP

INS-140-C/P
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2 hole basin mixer 
with waterfall spout
1.0 bar MP
TEF-109S/A-C/P

 flow regulator fitted as standard

extended mono basin mixer 
with waterfall spout
0.2 bar LP
TEF-100E/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
TEF-100E/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 flow regulator fitted as standard

mono basin mixer 
with waterfall spout

0.2 bar LP
TEF-100/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste

TEF-100/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste
 flow regulator fitted as standard

square
coordinating accessories

see page 268

level
coordinating accessories

see page 260

shown opposite:
2x ELE-187-SQ
2x TEF-109S/A-C/P
INF-182-C/P
INF-183-C/P

   (see page 6-7 for further information)
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

mono basin mixer
0.2 bar LP

TE-100/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
TE-100/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

mini mono basin mixer
0.5 bar LP

TE-100M/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
TE-100M/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-FLEXI/5-PLA (2 are required)

extended mono basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
TE-100E/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
TE-100E/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

square
coordinating accessories

see page 268

level
coordinating accessories

see page 260

shown opposite:
TE-100/CC-C/P
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2 hole basin mixer 
0.2 bar LP
TE-109S/A-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

2 hole bath filler
0.2 bar LP
TE-137-C/P

mono bidet mixer
without pop-up waste

0.2 bar LP
TE-110/SB-C/P
 FR-100/5-PLA
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

2 hole bath shower mixer
with shower kit

0.2 bar LP
TE-130+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

2 hole thermostatic bath shower
mixer with shower kit

1.0 bar MP
TE-131T+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed bath shower mixer
with shower kit

1.5 bar MP
TE-123+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed thermostatic bath
shower mixer with shower kit

1.0 bar MP
TE-123T+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

2 hole bath shower mixer
without shower kit

0.2 bar LP
TE-130-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed bath shower mixer
without shower kit

1.5 bar MP
TE-123-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed thermostatic bath
shower mixer without shower kit

1.0 bar MP
TE-123T-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
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4 hole bath shower mixer
3.0 bar HP

TE-132-C/P 
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

3 hole bath shower mixer without spout
for use with bath filler waste and overflow

3.0 bar HP
TE-132/NS-C/P 

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow 
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/S-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow
extended version
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/E-C/P

for use with TE-132/NS-C/P

waterfall bath spout
1.0 bar MP
SYN-140/W-C/P

waterfall bath spout
1.5 bar MP
SYN-140/D-C/P

bath spout
0.2 bar LP
NOT-140-C/P
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exposed thermostatic shower valve, 1/2”
0.2 bar LP
TE-149T-C/P 

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

concealed thermostatic
shower valve
0.2 bar LP
MIX-148C-3/4-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 2 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic 
shower valve with integrated diverter
1.5 bar MP
MIX-148C/2-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 3 handle thermostatic 
shower valve
0.2 bar LP
MIX-128C-3/4-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 3 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic 
shower valve with integrated diverter
1.5 bar MP
MIX-148C/3-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

see page 151 

concealed shower valve
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)
TE-145A-C/P

concealed shower valve with diverter
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)

TE-147A-C/P

to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

life
coordinating accessories

see page 272

shown opposite:
LIF-100/CC-C/P

mini mono basin mixer
0.5 bar LP
LIF-100M/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
LIF-100M/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

mono basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
LIF-100/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
LIF-100/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

2 hole basin mixer 
and 230mm spout
0.2 bar LP
LIF-109S/A-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

2 hole basin mixer 
and 200mm spout
0.2 bar LP
LIF-109S/A-200-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA
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mono sink mixer
with swivel spout
0.2 bar LP
LIF-150S-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

mono bidet mixer
without pop-up waste
1.0 bar MP
LIF-110/SB-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

bath shower mixer 
with shower kit

3.0 bar HP
LIF-133+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

valve for use with 
bath filler waste and overflow
1.0 bar MP
LIF-142/SL-C/P

3 hole bath shower mixer without spout
for use with bath filler waste and overflow

3.0 bar HP
LIF-132/NS-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

4 hole bath shower mixer
3.0 bar HP

LIF-132-C/P
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/S-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow
extended version
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/E-C/P

for use with LIF-132/NS-C/P and LIF-142/SL-C/P 
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2 hole bath shower mixer
with shower kit

0.2 bar LP
LIF-130+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

2 hole bath shower mixer
without shower kit

0.2 bar LP
LIF-130-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed bath shower mixer
with shower kit
1.5 bar MP
LIF-123+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed bath shower mixer
without shower kit
1.5 bar MP
LIF-123-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

2 hole bath filler
0.2 bar LP
LIF-137-C/P

bath spout
0.2 bar LP
LIF-140-C/P
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

concealed shower valve
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)
LIF-145A-C/P

concealed thermostatic shower valve
1.0 bar MP
LIF-145T-C/P

concealed thermostatic shower valve with diverter
1.0 bar MP (shower) 3.0 bar HP (bath)

LIF-147T-C/P

concealed 2 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic  
shower valve with integrated diverter
1.5 bar MP
LIF-148C/2-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 3 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic  
shower valve with integrated diverter
1.5 bar MP
LIF-148C/3-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed shower valve with diverter
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)

LIF-147A-C/P

see page 151 

concealed thermostatic 
shower valve
0.2 bar LP
LIF-148C-3/4-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

extended mono basin mixer 
0.2 bar LP
SEN-100E/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
SEN-100E/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

mono basin mixer  
with pop-up waste
0.2 bar LP
SEN-100-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

mono basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
SEN-100/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
SEN-100/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

extended mono basin mixer  
with pop-up waste
0.2 bar LP
SEN-100E-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

eclipse
coordinating accessories

see page 256

elements
coordinating accessories

see page 276

shown opposite:
SEN-100/CC-C/P
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mini mono basin mixer
0.5 bar LP
SEN-100M/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
SEN-100M/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-FLEXI/5-PLA (2 are required)

mono bidet mixer 
with pop-up waste
1.0 bar MP
SEN-110-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

2 hole basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
SEN-109S/A-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

mono bath filler
0.2 bar LP
SEN-137M-C/P

2 hole bath filler
0.2 bar LP
SEN-137-C/P
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

2 hole bath shower mixer 
with shower kit
0.2 bar LP
SEN-130+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

2 hole bath shower mixer 
without shower kit
0.2 bar LP
SEN-130-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed bath shower mixer
with shower kit

1.5 bar MP
SEN-123+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed bath shower mixer
without shower kit

1.5 bar MP
SEN-123-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

concealed stop valve, 3/4”
0.2 bar LP
SEN-143-3/4-C/P

concealed 2 way diverter valve
0.2 bar LP
SEN-144/2-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/S-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow
extended version
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/E-C/P

for use with SEN-135/NS-C/P

4 hole bath shower mixer without spout
for use with bath filler waste and overflow

1.0 bar MP
SEN-135/NS-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

concealed shower valve
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)
SEN-145A-C/P

concealed shower valve with diverter
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)

SEN-147A-C/P 

shown opposite:
SEN-100/CC-C/P
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pair of valves, 3/4”
0.2 bar LP

SEN-142/PR-3/4-C/P

concealed thermostatic shower valve
1.0 bar MP
SEN-145T-C/P

concealed thermostatic
shower valve

0.2 bar LP
LIF-148C-3/4-C/P

includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed thermostatic shower valve with diverter
1.0 bar MP (shower) 3.0 bar HP (bath)
SEN-147T-C/P

see page 151 
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

mono basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
ZOO-100/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
ZOO-100/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

extended mono basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
ZOO-100E/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
ZOO-100E/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

mono basin mixer  
with pop-up waste
0.2 bar LP
ZOO-100-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

extended mono basin mixer 
with pop-up waste
0.2 bar LP
ZOO-100E-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

eclipse
coordinating accessories

see page 256

elements
coordinating accessories

see page 276

shown opposite:
ZOO-100/CC-C/P
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3 hole basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
ZOO-109-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

2 hole basin mixer 
0.2 bar LP

ZOO-109S/A-C/P
 FR-100/5-PLA
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mini mono basin mixer
0.5 bar LP
ZOO-100M/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
ZOO-100M/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-FLEXI/5-PLA (2 are required)

basin pillar taps
0.2 bar LP
ZOO-106-C/P

 FR-106/4-PLA (2 are required)

mono bidet mixer 
with pop-up waste

1.0 bar LP
ZOO-110-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

3 hole basin mixer  
with pop-up waste

0.2 bar LP
ZOO-101-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

shown opposite:
ZOO-100/CC-C/P
NOT-148C-3/4-C/P
AQB-SQ/20/SA/A-C/P

to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)
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mono bath filler
0.2 bar LP
ZOO-137M-C/P

exposed thermostatic bath filler
1.0 bar MP
CEL-137T-C/P

exposed bath filler
1.5 bar MP

ZOO-138-C/P
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2 hole thermostatic bath filler
1.0 bar MP
CEL-134T-C/P

2 hole bath filler
0.2 bar LP

ZOO-137-C/P

2 hole bath shower mixer 
with shower kit
0.2 bar LP
ZOO-130+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

2 hole bath shower mixer 
without shower kit
0.2 bar LP
ZOO-130-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)
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bath filler waste and overflow
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/S-C/P

bath filler waste and overflow
extended version
1.0 bar MP
WG-61552/E-C/P

for use with ZOO-132/NS-C/P and ZOO-135/NS-3/4-C/P

4 hole bath shower mixer without spout
for use with bath filler waste and overflow

1.0 bar MP
ZOO-135/NS-3/4-C/P
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

5 hole bath shower mixer
1.0 bar MP

ZOO-135-3/4-C/P
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

3 hole bath shower mixer without spout
for use with bath filler waste and overflow

1.0 bar MP
ZOO-132/NS-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

4 hole bath shower mixer
3.0 bar HP

ZOO-132-C/P
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
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exposed bath shower mixer
with shower kit
1.5 bar MP
ZOO-123+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed bath shower mixer
without shower kit

1.5 bar MP
ZOO-123-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed thermostatic bath shower mixer
with shower kit
1.5 bar MP
CEL-123T+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
exposed thermostatic bath shower mixer

without shower kit
1.5 bar MP

CEL-123T-C/P
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

2 hole thermostatic bath shower mixer
with shower kit
1.5 bar MP
CEL-131T+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
2 hole thermostatic bath shower mixer

without shower kit
1.5 bar MP

CEL-131T-C/P
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)
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concealed 2 handle thermostatic 
shower valve
0.2 bar LP
CEL-148C/RO-3/4-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 2 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic  
shower valve with integrated diverter
1.5 bar MP
CEL-148C/2/RO-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 3 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic  
shower valve with integrated diverter
1.5 bar MP
CEL-148C/3/RO-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 2 handle thermostatic 
shower valve

0.2 bar LP
CEL-148C/SQ-3/4-C/P

includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 2 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic  
shower valve with integrated diverter

1.5 bar MP
CEL-148C/2/SQ-C/P

includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 3 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic  
shower valve with integrated diverter 

1.5 bar MP
CEL-148C/3/SQ-C/P

includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

 see page 151
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concealed thermostatic shower valve
1.0 bar MP
ZOO-145T-C/P

concealed thermostatic shower valve with diverter 
1.0 bar MP (shower) 3.0 bar HP (bath)
ZOO-147T-C/P

to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

concealed 3 handle thermostatic  
shower valve
0.2 bar LP
CEL-128C/SQ-3/4-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed thermostatic shower valve
1.0 bar MP

ZOO-145T/SQ-C/P

concealed thermostatic mixing valve
0.2 bar LP

CEL-163-C/P
note: this valve must be used in

conjunction with a stop valve (page 205)
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concealed shower valve
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)
ZOO-145A/RO-C/P

concealed shower valve with diverter
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)
ZOO-147A/RO-C/P

exposed thermostatic shower valve 1/2”
0.2 bar LP
CEL-149-1/2-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

concealed shower valve 
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)

ZOO-145A/SQ-C/P

concealed shower valve with diverter
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)

ZOO-147A/SQ-C/P

exposed thermostatic shower valve 3/4”
0.2 bar LP

CEL-149-3/4-C/P
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

bath spout
0.2 bar LP
ZOO-140-C/P

concealed 3 way diverter valve
1.0 bar MP

ZOO-144/3-C/P

concealed stop valve 3/4”
0.2 bar LP
ZOO-143-3/4-C/P

2 way diverter
1.0 bar MP

ELE-DIVERTER/D-C/P

concealed 2 way diverter valve
0.2 bar LP

ZOO-144/2-C/P

pair of stop valves, 3/4”
0.2 bar LP
ZOO-142/PR-3/4-C/P
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shown here:
ZOO-100/CC-C/P

NOT-128C-3/4-C/P
INS-SFMKWO-C/P
WG-61552/S-C/P

zo
o
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

2 hole basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
PHA-109S/A-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLAmono bidet mixer 
with pop-up waste
1.0 bar MP
PHA-210-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

eclipse
coordinating accessories

see page 256

atom
coordinating accessories

see page 258

shown opposite:
PHA-200/CC-C/P

mini mono basin mixer
0.5 bar LP
PHA-200M/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
PHA-200M/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 flow regulator fitted as standard

mono basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
PHA-200/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
PHA-200/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA
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2 hole bath shower mixer  
with shower kit
0.2 bar LP
PHA-130+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

2 hole bath shower mixer  
without shower kit
0.2 bar LP
PHA-130-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

2 hole bath filler
0.2 bar LP
PHA-137-C/P

exposed thermostatic shower valve, 1/2”
0.2 bar LP

TE-149T-C/P
 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed bath shower mixer 
with shower kit

1.5 bar MP
PHA-123+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed bath shower mixer 
without shower kit

1.5 bar MP
PHA-123-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P
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concealed thermostatic 
shower valve
0.2 bar LP
PHA-148C-3/4-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 2 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic  
shower valve with integrated diverter
1.5 bar MP
PHA-148C/2-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 3 handle thermostatic 
shower valve
0.2 bar LP
MIX-128C-3/4-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed 3 outlet, 2 handle thermostatic  
shower valve with integrated diverter
1.5 bar MP
PHA-148C/3-C/P
includes fittings for 1/2” and 3/4” pipework

concealed shower valve
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)
PHA-145A-C/P

concealed shower valve with diverter
0.2 bar LP (shower) 1.5 bar MP (bath)

PHA-147A-C/P

to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information) see page 151 
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

mini mono basin mixer
0.5 bar LP
PH0-100M/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
PH0-100M/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 flow regulator fitted as standard

2 hole basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
PH0-109S/A-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

mono bidet mixer 
with pop-up waste
1.0 bar MP
PH0-110-C/P

 FR-100/5-PLA

mono basin mixer
0.2 bar LP
PH0-100/CC-C/P with clic-clac waste
PH0-100/SB-C/P without clic-clac waste

 FR-100/5-PLA

eclipse
coordinating accessories

see page 256

atom
coordinating accessories

see page 258

shown opposite:
PH0-100/CC-C/P
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to save water just add the code shown next to the  symbol to your order (see page 6-7 for further information)

exposed bath shower mixer 
with shower kit

1.5 bar MP
PH0-123+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

exposed bath shower mixer 
without shower kit

1.5 bar MP
PH0-123-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

2 hole bath shower mixer 
with shower kit
0.2 bar LP
PHO-130+K-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

2 hole bath shower mixer 
without shower kit
0.2 bar LP
PHO-130-C/P

 FR-SHOWER/9-C/P

2 hole bath filler
0.2 bar LP
PHO-137-C/P
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